Write each number described.

1) Write a number with three tens and seven ones.

2) Write a number with seven tens and zero ones.

3) Write a number with nine tens and five ones.

4) Write a number with seven tens and eight ones.

5) Write a number with four tens and one one.

6) Write a number with six tens and seven ones.

7) Write a number with four tens and two ones.

8) Write a number with five tens and one one.

9) Write a number with six tens and one one.

10) Write a number with two tens and one one.

11) Write a number with six tens and eight ones.

12) Write a number with five tens and eight ones.

13) Write a number with four tens and six ones.

14) Write a number with two tens and two ones.

15) Write a number with one ten and five ones.
Write each number described.

1) Write a number with three tens and seven ones.

2) Write a number with seven tens and zero ones.

3) Write a number with nine tens and five ones.

4) Write a number with seven tens and eight ones.

5) Write a number with four tens and one one.

6) Write a number with six tens and seven ones.

7) Write a number with four tens and two ones.

8) Write a number with five tens and one one.

9) Write a number with six tens and one one.

10) Write a number with two tens and one one.

11) Write a number with six tens and eight ones.

12) Write a number with five tens and eight ones.

13) Write a number with four tens and six ones.

14) Write a number with two tens and two ones.

15) Write a number with one ten and five ones.
Write each number described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>70</th>
<th>46</th>
<th>61</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Write a number with 3 tens and 7 ones.
2) Write a number with 7 tens and 0 ones.
3) Write a number with 9 tens and 5 ones.
4) Write a number with 7 tens and 8 ones.
5) Write a number with 4 tens and 1 one.
6) Write a number with 6 tens and 7 ones.
7) Write a number with 4 tens and 2 ones.
8) Write a number with 5 tens and 1 one.
9) Write a number with 6 tens and 1 one.
10) Write a number with 2 tens and 1 one.
11) Write a number with 6 tens and 8 ones.
12) Write a number with 5 tens and 8 ones.
13) Write a number with 4 tens and 6 ones.
14) Write a number with 2 tens and 2 ones.
15) Write a number with 1 ten and 5 ones.